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Summary of Outcomes and Key Messages (1/4)
(Note: These statements reflect comments made by participants, rather than consensus-based conclusions.)

Current challenges and opportunities: 

• Marked need for business models and data policy that stimulate innovation in order to respond to the 
rapidly changing data landscape

• Improve sustainability of observing networks and their ability to provide data beyond the usual business 
cycles, for climate analysis and prediction in particular

• Address urgently persistent data gaps – in the developing world and elsewhere

• Build better understanding and trust between sectors to stimulate cross-sector data sharing 

• Promote common vision and common purpose: to improve understanding of Earth System and enhance our 
ability to predict, as a basis of services to society – data is the foundation. 

• Deeper understanding of the link between open data policy and generation of socio-economic value for 
the benefit of all sectors and society as a whole



Summary of Outcomes and Key Messages (2/4)
(Note: These statements reflect comments made by participants, rather than consensus-based conclusions.)

Views on business models: 

• There is no one-size-fits-all business model for the world

• Public and private sector operate under specific national legal frameworks – need to promote such legal 
arrangements that incentivize data sharing and exchange

• A common public data policy and business model could soon change markedly the European data 
landscape with more open data made available soon

 PRIMER: The Hungarian Meteorological Service is making a significant move toward open data policy 
based on careful analysis of how value is generated

• Need to build better understanding of the ‘weather business’ with existing and future business models that 
could work under different legal frameworks and contributing to the common vision and purpose



Summary of Outcomes and Key Messages (3/4)
(Note: These statements reflect comments made by participants, rather than consensus-based conclusions.)

Views on what works and what doesn’t in the current WMO data policy, and how it 
should be updated:
• Recognition of the importance of ‘free and unrestricted international exchange’ under WMO Resolution 40 – a key 

factor for the success of the weather and climate enterprise at all levels

• WMO new unified data policy (Resolution 42) should be an enabler and not a blocker; the outcome from its 
application should be more data available to all and for any purpose on a free and unrestricted basis

• Data policy should by regularly reviewed and updated to keep up with the very dynamic data developments

• Clear definition of ‘essential data’ is of key importance – these are data to be exchange on the free and unrestricted 
basis

• The discussion on free and unrestricted access to data should be linked to infrastructure sustainability

• Data policy is only one piece of the solution – the success of PPE depends on other key elements: clear legal mandates 
and stable funding for NMHSs, clear understanding of technical specifics, and capacity limitations



Summary of Outcomes and Key Messages (4/4)
(Note: These statements reflect comments made by participants, rather than consensus-based conclusions.)

Views on how to share private sector data, licenses, mechanisms applying to their 
international exchange:

• Need to create clear and enforceable data rights schemes

• Continue the dialogue on innovative data sharing mechanisms linked to possible business models, e.g., data 
marketplaces, data aggregation and dissemination platforms

• With the advent of commercial providers of satellite data, need to agree on how to share such data 
internationally, under what conditions and financial arrangements; this has implications for all – commercial 
providers, public sector funding, and users from all sectors

 Workshop 2 view: Observational data purchased from commercial sector can be treated the same 
way as data provided by public sector; this will allow for a fair comparison of cost and the taxpayer 
is the funding source in both cases



Key Messages from other preparatory events

• A lot of agreement on the needs for new data policy to stimulate availability of more data to all 
stakeholders – big expectation from the coming Resolution 42 and from the Data Conference

• The issue of ‘level playing field’ is still in focus – how to find the right balance and ‘win-win’ solutions

• The growth of data providers and non-conventional data – a game changer; need to work with all 
stakeholders to establish the right policies and practices to maximize the benefits

• Need for agile models, while maintaining highest standard for reliability and availability, and continued 
commitment to open access to data

• Accountability to the tax payer – find the best cost-effective solutions with public-private-academic 
engagement

 This is also the main message from the highest level policy document – the Geneva Declaration 2019: 
Building Community for Weather, Climate and Water Actions
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